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Manny Gonzalez, Chair

1. CALL TO ORDER

2. REVIEW AND APPROVE PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES
   (SC19 did not meet last year)

3. TASK GROUP AND WORK GROUP REPORTS AND DISCUSSIONS

   Proposal to rename SC19 “Completion Equipment” and form two task
   Groups:

   SC19/TG1 Task Group on Perforating
   RP19B Evaluation of Perforators

   SC19/TG2 Task Group on Well Stimulation
   RP 39 Measuring the Viscous Properties of a Cross-linked Water Based
   Fracturing Fluid (ISO DIS 13503-1)
   RP 56 Testing Sand Used in Hydraulic Fracturing Operations
   RP 58 Testing Sand Used in Gravel Packing Operations
   RP 60 Testing High-Strength Proppants Used in Hydraulic Fracturing
   operations
   (ISO NWI 13503-2 combines 56,58,60)

4. NEW WORK ITEM (NWI) PROPOSALS & PRIORITIZATION

5. 5-YEAR PUBLICATION REVIEW

   RP 56, 58, 60 December 1995 need to reaffirm or withdraw. Determine if API
   would adopt back ISO NWI 13503-2.

6. OLD BUSINESS

   Work Item SC1999-1 New specification 19A

7. NEW BUSINESS

   • A future RP on limitations of tubing conveyed gun systems. This would
     include system reliability data on each sub-components under high temperature
     conditions.
   • Revisit safety of operational procedures taking into account new
     technologies and new operational environments (ie: offshore deepwater and
     proliferation of RF communication devices).
   • Retention time for cement test samples. Method & location of storage.

8. REVIEW OF ACTION ITEMS

9. ADJOURNMENT